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Summary 

The (1' n) cross s·ection of Nb 93 was measured by the 
residual activity method. Combining this result with the lotal 
neutrons yield curve it was possible to separate the contributions 
of the (1' n) and (1; 2n) reactions.. ' 

The ratio of these cross sections was then compared witli 
special attention to the 2.35 isomeric state (T 1/2 = 13 hs) r·e
ported by James; this activity was not found and we determined, 
an upper limit for it as 0.02 % of the' 0.93 Mev lineo An acti-· 
vity of 3,2 0/o abundance due probably to I rays of annihilatiol1.! 
of positrons was found . 
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QUANTIZATION 
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. . The application of canonical q1fantization to non-linear re
lativistic field theO:ry ,involves difficulties, which ar.e not y.et 
clarified. We wish to discuss som·e points of this' problem. 

1. ' . A ,classical field CJ' r( x) is descrihed by a relativisticin
variant Lagrange density L(CJ'r' CJ'r/x') (1). From L we derive: 

a) The fieid equations as Euler-Lagrange equations of' tlie 

Hamilton principIe 1) J L dx = O : 

o- dL '(JL 
-----0 

dxfl. dCJ'rM" dCJ'r - • 
(1)· 

(*) Contracted by the " Conselho Nacional das Pesquisas" of Brasil. N ow 
at the "Institut für theoretische Physik der Universitii.t Hamburg". 

. " -+ 
(1) We use the following notation: Space-time point: a; = (a;11 ) = (a:", a;); 

invariant length a;' = a;P- a;'l = - ~ + a;O" = a;P- UUY a; y derivative _i>_ cpr. = 
r r i>xP-' 

= CPrlrep. ; r denotes the spin and iso-spin indices etc. 
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b) The canonical conjuga te of Cf'r(x): 

(2) 

c) The glenerating lunctionalsof the infinitesimal transfor
mations 01 the inhomogeneous Lorentz group: 

for the infinitesimal translations 

o 
bÁ=-rnb't'. 

'JI OX~ T . 

+(xgo-goxL) 

for the infinitesimal rotations· 

(3) 

b C¡'r = ( (xu o~v - Xv o~~) Cf'r + ~ Su/rl Cf'r') b't'. (3') 

P u has the physical meaning of the relativistic energy -momen
tum 4- vector, M Uv of the relativistic angular momentum. 

We define for functionals F [1t, b; t], with fixed t, Poisson 
brackets 

{F F} - fd-+ (bF1 bF2 bF1 bF2 ) 

l' 2 - ~ X b1tr(X) bCf'r(X) - bCf'r(X) b1tr(x) . 
(4) 

The foUowing set of Poisson bracket relations are direct 
consequences of (1) - (4) : 

a') The canonical form of the field equations 

u c> 
{p u' Cf'r(x)} =~ Cf'r(x), {P IV 1t,.(x)} =~ Cf'r(x) 

uxfl uX~ 
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b') The characteristic Poisson brackets oí canonical con
jugate field qu,antities 

{epr( x, t), epr'( x', t)} = {1tr( x, t), 1tr'( x' t)} = o 
-+ + 

{1tr( x, t), epr'(x', t)} = brr, b ( x - x'). (6) 

e') The Poisson brackets of relativistic 4-momentum and 
angular momenturn, which contain the conservation laws of eri·ar
gy, momentum, angular momentum and the centre of mass 

{M¡.lv' Mp·rl = gvpMwr:- g¡¡,p Mv-r:+ g¡.l-r:Mvp- gv-r:M¡.lP 

(7) 

In the scheme oí canonical quantum field theory, epr(x) , 
1tr(x) are substituted by hermitian operators epr(x),1tr(x), which 
satisfy the canonical commutation rerations CR: 

<Pr( x, t) . epr'( x', t) - epr'( x', t) epr( x, t) = [epr( x, t), epr'( x', t)] = O 

t1tr(x, t), 1tr'(x', t)] =0; í[1tr(X, t), 1tr'(x', t)] = brr, b(x- x'). (6') 

Substituting in the functionals P v' M ¡¡,v the epr( x), 1tr( x) by the 
operators epr( x), 1tr( x), we get operators P v' M ¡¡,v satisfying the 
relations (5) - (7), if we interpretate {F1, F2} as i [F1, F2](2). 
There is of course the wel known arbitrariness in the . ordering 
of the qperators. 

For a finite number of canonical coordinates Pm, qm' 
m = 1 ... n the C. R. possess only one type of inequivalent irre
ducible representations. In this case the canonical ~ scheme deter
mines uniquely the quantum mechanical properties of a physical 
system, i. e. the eigenvalues of the observables and the transition 
.amplitudes. 

2. There are diffel'ent, not equival,ent representations (8) of 
the C. R. in the case of a: infinite number of degr.ees of freedom, 
i. e. in field theory. In order to discuss this fact, w.e choo~e as 

(") h = 1,0 = 1 
(") FRlEDRICHS, MathematicaZ Aspects of Quantum Theory of Fields, In

terscience publishers, Naw York (1953). 
L. VAN HOVE, Physica, Vol. 18 (1952) p. 145-159. 
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example a countabl.e infinite number of canonical Goordinates 
Pm, qm' m= 1, ... with tha C. R.: 

[Pm, qm'] = - i ómm" [Pm' Pm'] = [qm' qm']=O. 

The case (6') may be reduoed to this problem by expanding 
Cf'r(x),1tr(x) in a complete orthonormal system. 

We consider repr.esentations of the C. R'. by operators, 
which act on a Hilbert spaoe of functions 'Q>. [Ji, ... Ym' ... ] of 
infinitIy many variables Ym' It is assumed that the <p are squara 
integrable with respect to tha product measure (4) 

rr (1t com)1/2 . exp( - COm Ym2) dYm' COm > O: 
m . 

+00 +00 . 

/I<p112=lim f dY1 .. ·fdYml(P[Y1"'Ym'Ym+t, ... ]12ñex~(-;s/s2) . 
m~ 8-1 COs1t 1 2 

-00 -00 

The existence of this infinita dimensional integral, the norm 
of $, implies that 1~P[Y1"" Ym, ... ] I does pot depend strongly 
on the Ym with large m, for aUmost aU sequences (Ys)' Wle 
may choose now as hermitian operators, which satisfy the C.R.: . , 

l.
' /j. 

Pm ..:...~+LCOmYm' qm=Ym 
zUYm. 

11. Pm' = (com/com')1/2 tc)~m + i com Ym), qm' = (com' /COm) 1/2 Ym' 

(9) 

1. and 11.' define non-equivalent representations of the C. R. 
if COm -/-4 com'. This is shown by the followingremark. In re
presentation I the partial Hamiltonians 

Hm(Pm, qm) = 1/2 (Pm2 + qm2 com2) 

for oscillations with frequency COm have a simultaneous eigen
state with the eigenvalues O: ~ [y], . .1. 

, In. representation 11 su eh a simultaneous eigenstate does not 
. exist, hecause the' formal eigenstate 

TI (com/com')1/2 exp( (com - com') • Ym2) 
m . 

(') P. J. DANIELL, Annals 01 Math. Vol. 20 (1919), p .. 281-288. 
B. JESSEN, Acta Math. Vol. 63 (1934), p. 249-323. 
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is' for almost aH (Y8) O or 00 according as 

This formal vector is thereLore not an, element of our Hilbert 
space with 11<b:1 =-j:=- O. 

Having in mind 
tonians in harmonic 

the separation of the linear field Hamil
oscillators, we may dra\v the following, 

condusions: 
a) There are non-equival,ent representatións of the C. R'. 

A relativistic Hamiltonian operator, which is constructed according 
to the canonical scheme, can he defined as a self-adjoint ope
rator only in a determined represeritation (5). In our example 
H = ~ Hm is a self-acljoint operator in representation 1, hut 

'I1l 

H can not he clefill'ecl in representation 11., 
h) In the quantum theory of free fields it isnol posible to 

consider a state with a certain energy ancl'momentum distrihution
of apartide with a certain rest mass as a superposition of many 
p'artide states ;Of partides with cliff.erent rest masses, without 
violating the Hilhert space formalism oÍ' quantum mechanics. 
This is the physical interpretation of' statement a). A similar 
prohlem may appear in the clecomposition of «real partides» 
in «free partid es », which is used in the perturhation treatment 
of non-linear fieldtheory. 

c) . Using the functional form for the description of the 
different repreS'entation of the C. R'., wemay get an appro
priate repvesentation with help of a positive clefinite functional, 
for which is formaIly 

and which defines a norm in the functional space similar to (8); 
We may resume our discussion hy the statement, that the 

exisfence of non-equivalent representations of the C. R. changes 
the prohIem of, canonicaI quantization in field theory. Batween 
the infinite variety of cliffeJ'lent representations one has to look 
for the spacial repres'entation, for which the canonical operators 
of the physical important quantities exist. It is not yet clecided", 

(") R. RAM, Cern -report T jRH- 1. 
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if sueh a representation exists for any relativistie non-linear 
field theory. 

3. It is interesting to note, that the applieation of the ope
ratar meth!ocl (6) to classieal ficld meehanics involv,es similar 
questions as eanonieal field quantization. 

Farmally we may associate a linear operator Q (F) 
to any generating funetional F [TI, CJ' J of an infinitesimal eano
nieal transformation: 

(10) 

-+- -+-
whieh aets upon funetionals tP [7tr (x), CJ'r(x)J. 

Resembling eanonieal quantum meehanies, we get 

(11) 
~ -+-

Partieularly the operators .D.(7tr(x)) , .D.(CJ'r(x») , Q(Py), Q(M¡.LY) 
satisfy eommutation relations like (5) - (7). 

Applications in statistieal meehanics (7) require a g·eneral
ization of Liouville's theorem for a infinite number of degrces 
of freedom. For this purpose we hav,e to look for a measure 
in the infinite dimensional phase spaoe of the eananieal eonju-

-+- -+- '-
gate funetions CJ'r(x), 7tr(x), whieh is invariant under the ea-
nanieal transformations of the inhomogeneous Larentz graup. 
In order to show the similarity of this problem to th08e diseússed 
in 2, we ehooS'e once more as an example a system with a ooun
table number of degrees of freedom, and with the Hamiltonian 
H = z: 1/2 (Pm2 + oom2 qm2). Aeeording to (10) we g·et 

m 

O(H) =: (~ (oom2 qm2 
- Pm2

) - i (Pm O:m - oom2 qm O:m)) (12) 

O( H) is a self-adjoint operator in the Hilbert spaee of fune
tionals . tP [P1' q1> ... J, whieh are square integrable with respee· 

(B) KOOPMANN, Nac. Ac. Seic. Vol. 17 (1931) p. 315. 
L. VAN HOVE, Acad6mic royale de Belgiq~te, Glasse de Sciences Tomó 

XXVI, Fase. 6. 
(1) ;r. KAMPÉ DE FÉRIET, Proc. 01 the second Berlccley Symposium on 

Math. Rtatistics aniL Probability (1951) p. 553. 
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to the product measure TI exp(gm(p2 + CDm2 q2)) dpmdqm' (Tho 
m 

arbitrary functions g(z) must be ~ormalized: J f exp(gm(Pm2 + 
+CDm2qm2)) .dpmdqm=1.). The eigenvectors of 0.(11) with 
theeigenvalues E = z:. nm CDm are tPE= TI (exp (i/2 Pm qm)) . 

'II~ 

(Pm+sign(nm) .CDmqm)lnml. In order tPE is square integrable 
only if a finite number of the nm is allowed to be different 

,from O. 
The treatment of classical linear fields along these lines is 

straightforward. The measure becomes unique by the postulate 
of relativistic invariance. The construction of an invariant mea .... 
sure· in non-linear field theory involves problems similar to 
those discussed in 2c. 

ON THE UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 
OF THE LORENTZ GROUP 

por HANS J oos 

(Facultade de Filosofia, Ciencias e Letras. Departamento de Fisica (*). 
Sao Paulo, Brasil). 

In relativistic quantUJ:p mechanics the kinematical proper
ties of closed systems· are d~termined by the properties of the· 
unitary representations of the inhomoge'noous Lorentz group 
(iLG) and of its· different sub-groups. In this paper we discuss 
the complete reduction of the representations of the homog·e
neous, proper Lorentz group (pLG), which are contained in 
the irreducible unitary representations of the iLG. 

The pLG consists of the transformations of the space time 
coordinates xfl, f-t = 0,1,2,3, 

(1), 
which conserve 

~ 

3;2 = xfl X¡.¡ = xfl g¡.¡v xv = (XO)2 - (xl)2 - (x2)2 - (X3)2 = (XO)2 -( X)2 
and space and time orientation: det ¡\ = 1, /100> O. The iLG 

(".) Contracted by tlle Conselho Nacional das Pesquisas, of Brasil. 
Now at the Institut fi¿r theoretische Physi1c der Universitiit Hamburg. 


